Medical Education Preparation (MEDPREP) is a post baccalaureate program within the Southern Illinois University School of Medicine. Courses are restricted to MEDPREP students only. Admission to MEDPREP is by direct application to the program. Contact the MEDPREP admissions coordinator for information.

Medical Education Preparation (MEDPREP) Courses

Medical Education Preparation (MEDPREP) Faculty

Bardo, Harold R., Director, Emeritus, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1972.
Bondzi, Cornelius., Instructor, Microbiology and Immunology, Ph.D., Virginia Commonwealth University, 2000.
Chaklos, Mary S., Instructor, Emerita, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1979.
Henry, Paul, Associate Professor, Emeritus, Counselor Education/Educational Psychology, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1982.
Herrold, Linda K., Instructor, Assistant Dean, Student Affairs, Emerita, School of Medicine, Mathematics, M.S., Southern Illinois University, 1990.
Jackson, Evelyn W., Associate Professor, Emerita, Education/Reading, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 1975.
Metz, Anneke, Interim Director, Biochemistry, Ph.D., University of Texas Austin, 1998.
Paul, Gina, Associate Professor, Education/Reading, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, 2001.
Szary, Barbara, Instructor, Immunology, Emerita, Ph.D., Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy, Poland, 1977.
Weilbaecher, Rodney, Research Assistant Professor, Molecular and Cellular Physiology, Ph.D., University of California Berkeley, 1997.
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Catalog Year Statement:
Students starting their collegiate training during the period of time covered by this catalog (see bottom of this page) are subject to the curricular requirements as specified herein. The requirements herein will extend for a seven calendar-year period from the date of entry for baccalaureate programs and three years for associate programs. Should the University change the course requirements contained herein subsequently, students are assured that necessary adjustments will be made so that no additional time is required of them.